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Six months from  

idea conception to 

starting a bank.

Story of an IT-guy who

started his own bank 



• Tremendous growth

• High productivity with the revenue per Employee of $ 400000
•

• Expansion to Finland



How was this possible?



• Monobank operations are fully digital

• The Bank transactions are processed in the cloud

• They developed their own internet banking and loan 
processing systems

• With the help of a local supplier, Monobank 
implemented a banking solution based on Microsoft 
Dynamics ERP

• The solutions are run in Azure, Microsoft's cloud-
based services platform.

The role of readily available technology solutions



Digital Technologies 

Lesson: 

Digital business technology solutions can be a source of competitive advantage



Digital Business Technology Platforms



Digital business infrastructure

• Regardless of the type of digital business, technology 

infrastructure is needed to support digital business.

• That is, the combination of hardware and software 

applications used to deliver services to workers within 

the business and also to its partners and customers.

• Infrastructure also includes the architecture of the 

networks, hardware and software and where it is 

located.



Digital Business Technology Platforms

• Organizations need to design the “big picture” of all 

the technology components required to support 

digital business. 

• The word platform is used to describe areas within 

digital business that  comprise of technology 

components  based on the services they provide

• An architecture of a digital business platform will 

depend on the needs of your business



Four key elements

Digital 
business

Things

Employees

Partners

Customers



Source: Gartner

Digital Business Technology Platforms
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Source: Gartner

Customer Experience Platform

Customer

• The purpose of this platform is to run the technology 

that enables interaction and commerce with customers

• It includes:

• Customer portals and apps 

• Social networks 

• Multichannel interaction and commerce 

• Back-office systems 

Note: Multichannel capability is critical. That is, 

providing continuous experience to ensure that customers 

remain engaged regardless of interaction channel.



Customers use them to gain 
information, get customer service,
apply for services, place orders and 
transact, and/or view status. 



The customer experience platform needs to be able to support 
this by enabling the posting of data (feeds) and by receiving 
data (e.g., customer questions from Facebook). 



Customer data can be accessed from all internal and 
external sources (e.g., CRM, purchased data, social 
networks, ERP and mobile app).
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Information systems platform 

• This platform enables employees and core business 

processes. 

• It includes:

• Employee collaboration and workplace tools, e.g. 

Email, file sharing tools, productivity tools etc.

• Back-office systems —e.g. finance system, HR 

system, sales system, purchasing system etc.

• Core systems — Industry-specific systems, e.g., a 

banking system

• Endpoint computing —e.g. desktop computers, 

laptops, smart phones etc.

• Supplier portal and apps — Used by vendors to 

transact, view and change orders electronically

• Operational technology (OT) systems — they 

directly control and monitor equipment and assets

Employees



Technology solutions for accounting function



Technology solutions for procurement management 



Technology solutions for production function



Technology solutions for human resource management function



Technology solutions for sales and marketing management



The Ecosystems Platform

• The purpose of this platform is to enable an 

enterprise create value with other actors  in the 

digital world.

• This requires the ability to make assets like 

data, algorithms available to external actors

through APIs



Application programming interfaces (APIs)

• API is a set of technical protocols that enable third-
party software programs to interact with an 
application

• An API connects your business processes, services, 
content, and data to channel partners, internal 
teams, and independent developers in an easy and 
secure way.

• APIs are quickly becoming the de facto standard by 
which companies exchange data and build consistent 
cross-channel customer experiences.



Application programming interfaces (APIs)



Examples of companies that capitalize on  APIs

Amazon

• Through Product Advertising API developers can 
retrieve product information. 

• The API exposes Amazon's product data and e-
commerce functionality. 

• This allows developers, web site publishers and others 
to leverage the Amazon Product Discovery features 
that Amazon uses to power its own business, and 
potentially make money as an Amazon affiliate. 



Examples of companies that capitalize on  APIs
Facebook

• Facebook Ads API Provides methods to add, edit and 
manage advertising campaigns running within 
Facebook. 

• Your ad management application can work with 
keywords, ad groups and even generate reports.



Examples of companies that capitalize on  APIs

PayPal

• The PayPal API makes powerful functionality available 
to developers by exposing various features of the PayPal 
platform. 

• Functionality includes but is not limited to invoice 
management, transaction processing and account 
management.



Benefits of  APIs

• Companies that capitalize on APIs have profited 
handsomely

• Salesforce.com for example, generates nearly 50 
percent of its annual revenue through APIs

• Expedia.com generates about 90% of its annual 
revenue through APIs, while for eBay the figure is 
about 60%. of its annual revenue





Payment Initiation API

Account Information API

Nordea 
opens up!



The IoT Platform

• The purpose of this platform is to connect endpoints such 

as physical assets and consumer things

• The platform creates value by leveraging  connected 

things and by bringing together the connected things with 

existing IT and OT systems 

• It includes:

• Connectivity to enterprise-owned things 

• Connectivity to customer-owned things 

• Connectivity to partner-owned things 

• IoT analytics 
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The Data and Analytics Platform



The Data and Analytics Platform

• Each part of the data and analytics platform can deliver 

insight that is descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and/or 

prescriptive

• Since data permeates all platforms, this platform takes a 

central position

• The Data and Analytics Platform includes:

• Partner and supplier analytics 

• Business and operational analytics 

• Algorithm engines 

• Business intelligence 



Source: Gartner

Digital Business Technology Platforms



Key management issues



Key management issues



1. Bespoke development

With a bespoke development, the application is 

developed from ‘scratch’ through programming of a 

solution by an in-house or external development 

team or systems integrator.

Alternatives for acquiring digital business systems



2. Off-the-shelf

• A standard existing system is purchased from a 

solution vendor and installed on servers and 

clients located within the organization. 

• Alternatively, free or low-cost open-source 

software may be used. 

Alternatives for acquiring digital business systems



Alternatives for acquiring digital business systems

3. Software as a service (SaaS) solution

• SaaS is a“software that is owned, delivered and 
managed remotely by one or more providers.

• It is variously known as ‘on-demand’, ‘web 
services’ or a ‘managed solution’.

• Business applications and software services are 
provided through Internet and web protocols

• For example Salesforce.com is the leading SaaS 
for  customer relationship management (CRM)



Benefits of SaaS
• Lower cost of entry: With SaaS, you pay for what you need, 

without having to buy hardware to host your new applications.

• Reduced time to benefit: free trials offered by many SaaS 
companies means a painless proof of concept and discovery phase 
to prove the benefit to the organization.

• Pay as you go: SaaS software gives you the benefit of predictable 
costs both for the subscription and to some extent, the 
administration. Even as you scale, you can have a clear idea of 
what your costs will be.

• The SaaS vendor is responsible for upgrades, uptime and 
security: Under the SaaS model, since the software is hosted by 
the vendor, they take on the responsibility for maintaining the 
software and upgrading it, ensuring that it is reliable and meeting 
agreed-upon service level agreements, and keeping the 
application and its data secure.



Benefits of SaaS

• Work anywhere: Since the software is hosted in the cloud and 
accessible over the internet, users can access it via mobile devices 
wherever they are connected. This includes checking customer 
order histories prior to a sales call, as well as having access to real 
time data and real time order taking with the customer.

• Integration : SaaS vendors create APIs to allow connections not 
only to internal applications like ERPs or CRMs but also to other 
SaaS providers. 

• Scalability:  As you scale with a SaaS vendor, there’s no need to 
invest in server capacity and software licenses. Simply adjust the 
subscription.



Challenges of deploying SaaS

The most obvious disadvantage of using SaaS is 
dependence on a third party to deliver services over the 
web, which has these potential problems: 

• Downtime or poor availability if the network 
connection or server hosting the application or 
server fails 

• Reduce data security 

• Data protection issues



Alternatives for acquiring digital business systems

4. Tailored development

In a tailored development, an off-the-shelf system or 
SaaS solution is tailored according to the 
organization’s needs. This form of project is often 
based on integrating components from one or 
several vendors.



Which approach is more common?

• The most prevalent approach is the tailored off-
the-shelf or hosted approach

• This  is often the best compromise between 
meeting an organization’s specific needs and 
reliability while minimizing cost and development 
time. 

• Decisions also have to be taken as to whether 
bespoke development or tailoring occurs in-
house or using a consultant who is familiar with 
the latest digital business tools.



Main criteria used to select solutions



Main criteria used to select solutions

1. Functionality

The features of the application. Describes how 
well the digital business application meets the 
business need.



2. Ease of use

Every system takes some time to use, but systems should 
be intuitive to minimize the time needed to learn how to 
use them. A well-constructed piece of software will make 
it fast to conduct common tasks.

Main criteria used to select solutions



3. Scalability

Scalability is related to performance; it describes how 
well a system can adapt to higher workloads which arise 
as a company grows. For example, an ERP system will 
require more customer details, suppliers and products to 
be held on it as the company grows. The workload will 
also be higher as the number of internal and external 
users of the system increases.

Main criteria used to select solutions



4. Compatibility or interoperability

This refers to how easy it is to integrate the application 
with other applications. For example, does it have import 
and export facilities, does it support transfer of data 
using XML?

Main criteria used to select solutions



5. Extensibility

Related to scalability and interoperability, this describes 
how easy it is to add new functions or features to a 
package by adding new modules from the original 
vendor or other vendors.

Main criteria used to select solutions



6. Stability or reliability

All applications have errors or bugs and applications vary 

in the number of times they fail depending on how well 

they have been tested since they were first introduced.

Main criteria used to select solutions



7. Security

Capabilities for restricting access to applications should 

be assessed. This is particularly important for hosted 

solutions.

Main criteria used to select solutions



8. Support

Levels of support and the cost of support from the 
software vendor will vary. There is a risk that small 
companies may cease trading and the product may no 
longer be supported.

Main criteria used to select solutions


